1. This evening entertainment complex consisting of nightclubs, restaurants, and live music opened the same day as Disney-MGM Studios theme park. (2 words) [PLEASUREISLAND]

2. The ___________________ riverboat, which was named after Walt Disney's wife, opened in 1977 with 3 restaurants and became part of #1 in 1989. [EMPRESSLILLY]

3. This shopping district, which would eventually become part of Downtown Disney, was originally called Lake Buena ___________________ when it opened in 1975. [VISTAVILLAGE]

4. After a name change to WDW Village in 1977, the area in #3 became known as the Disney Village in 1989. [MARKETPLACE]

5. As of 1997, the entertainment district in #1 and the shopping district in #4 became part of the ________ complex. [DOWNTOWNDISNEY]
6. The entertainment complex in #1 was named after a fictitious shipbuilder named ____________ Pleasure. [MERRIWEATHERADAM]
7. The abandoned shipbuilding operation that would eventually become Pleasure Island was supposedly destroyed by Hurricane _______ in 1955. [CONNIE]
8. According to the backstory, the hurricane in #7 would also destroy the village of Placid Palms, thus creating _____________. [TYPHOONLAGOON]
9. The previous Village Resort accommodations located across the lagoon from Downtown Disney became part of the short lived ____________ from 1996 to 2000. [DISNEYINSTITUTE]
10. Almost all of the accommodations in #9 were demolished in 2002-03 to make way for the current DVC Resort, _____________. [SARATOGASPRINGS]
11. This restaurant, formerly the Village Restaurant, closed in 1995 and shared its name with a popular buffet restaurant at the Contemporary Resort. (2 words) [CHEFMICKEYS]
12. The restaurant in #11 was extensively remodeled and reopened as the _____________. [RAINFORESTCAFE]
13. Mickey's ____________ opened from 1985 to 1996 and featured the largest selection of Disney merchandise on property. [CHARACTERSHOP]
14. This signature circular building, open on all sides and had a tall tower on top, became Pin Trader's in 2002. (2 words) [CAPTAINSTOWER]
15. This food and kitchen accessory store was replaced by Earl of Sandwich in 2004. (2 words) [GOURMETPANTRY]
16. This shop, which offered contemporary women's fashions, was replaced by the Art of Disney store in 1994. [COUNTRYADDRESS]
17. One of the many restaurants on #2 hosted one of the first ____________ that families could enjoy outside of the theme parks. [CHARACTERMEALS]
18. Originally, Port Orleans-Riverside was called _____________. [DIXIELANDINGS]
19. One of the unique shops on Pleasure Island, featuring items with their own brand, a winged alligator, closed around 2000. (2 words) [AVIGATORSSUPPLY]
20. This store, located next to #19, was one of the few shops that sold Disneyana merchandise prior to the opening of the Art of Disney shops. [YESTEREARS]
21. This unique clothing store on the 'Island' featured a giant Jessica Rabbit with a moving leg closed in 1993. (Jessica's of ____________) [HOLLYWOOD]
22. The giant Jessica figure from #21 was moved to the Pleasure Island _______! sign and became the unofficial logo for the Island in its later years. [TONIGHT]
23. One of the original Pleasure Island clubs, which featured Country and Western music, was called the ____________ and closed in 1998. [NEONARMADILLO]
24. The club in #23 was replaced with the BET ____________, featuring more urban music. [SOUNDSTAGECLUB]
25. Mannequins Dance Palace, Pleasure Island's cutting-edge dance music club, was popular for its large ____________. [REVOLVINGDANCEFLOOR]
26. This American barbecue restaurant, located on the east end of the Pleasure Island, was appropriately called the _____________. [FIREWORKSFACtory]
27. Across from #25, one could enjoy live music from the 1930s daily in one of the few clubs to allow smoking. (2 words) [JAZZCOMPANY]
28. The _______ Stage, an outdoor venue for live performances, celebrated New Year's Eve every night. [WESTEND]
29. This Pleasure Island building full of old Disney theme park signs and memorabilia, served as the stage for comedians and improv acts. (2 words) [COMEDYWAREHOUSE]
30. After the club in #23 closed, the restaurant in #26 became a country dance club, named the _____________. [WILDHORSESA LOON]
31. The club in #30 closed in 2001 to make way for this contemporary dance club to open on the Island. [MOTION]
32. One of the original Pleasure Island clubs, Videopolis East, which featured new wave, alternative dance music, and something like 170 video monitors, changed its name to ___________ 1990. [CAGE]
33. The original XZFR Rockin' Rollerderome featured a central dance floor and a second-level roller skating rink, was rethemed to become the Rock & Roll ___________ and closed in 2008. [BEACHCLUB]
34. This highly popular club featured unusual and eccentric memorabilia from around the world, some of which interacted with guests, was set in 1937. (2 words) [ADVENTURERSCLUB]
35. The official drink of the #34 club was the ___________. [KUNGA LOOCH]
36. Prior to the current construction and major remodeling, what was the most number of different bus stop areas that served the Downtown Disney area? [THREE]

37. The current remodeling and rebranding of the Downtown Disney area will lead to a new shopping/entertainment district known as Disney ______. [SPRINGS]